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The graviton Compton mass as dark energy
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One of the greatest challenges of science is to understand the current accelerated expansion of the Universe. In this work, we show that by
considering the quantum nature of the gravitational field, its wavelength can be associated with an effective Compton mass. We propose
that this mass can be interpreted as dark energy, with a Compton wavelength given by the size of the observable Universe, implying that the
dark energy varies depending on this size. If we do so, we find that: 1.- Even without any free constant for dark energy, the evolution of the
Hubble parameter is exactly the same as for the LCDM model, so this model has the same predictions as LCDM. 2.- The density rate of the
dark energy isΩΛ = 0.69 which is a very similar value as the one found by the Planck satelliteΩΛ = 0.684. 3.- The dark energy has this
value because it corresponds to the actual size of the radius of the Universe, thus the coincidence problem has a very natural explanation. 4.-
It, is possible to find also a natural explanation to why observations inferred from the local distance ladder find the valueH0 = 73 km/s/Mpc
for the Hubble constant. We show that if we take the variability of the dark energy into account, they should measureH0 = 67.3 km/s/Mpc
as well. 5.- In this model the in ationary period contains a natural successful graceful exit.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the mystery of nature of the so-called dark en-
ergy is one of the greatest challenges of science. It consists
in to find out the reason why the universe is expanding with
some acceleration, which means, understanding the current
accelerated expansion of the Universe [1]. There are many
hypotheses, from modifications of the Einstein equations to
the proposal of exotic forms of matter, but the cosmological
constant continues to be one of the most accepted candidates
[2]. Nevertheless, all these hypotheses people are working
with today have some problem; most of them contain some
discrepancy between the values obtained from cosmology
and the corresponding values obtained using current observa-
tions. One of the most accepted hypotheses is the cosmolog-
ical constant, related somehow with the vacuum expectation
value [3]. However, it seems that there is no manner to obtain
the value of this constant using simple arguments. Today, the
most accepted model is a cosmological constant to explain
the accelerated expansion of the universe together with a hy-
pothetical particle that behaves as dust, modeling the dark
matter. Both hypotheses together are the so-called Lambda
Cold Dark Matter (LCDM) model. On the other hand, in re-
cent times, using this LCDM model, there is tension between
observations of the Planck satellite obtained using the CMB
fluctuations and the value of the Hubble parameterH0 = 100
hkm/s/Mpc measured using other methods. While the Planck
satellite gives the valueh = 0.684 [4], the observations in-
ferred from the local distance ladder give the valueh = 0.73

[5]. Nowadays, there is a consensus that this discrepancy
could be because we are forgetting some important physics
in the analysis of the problem.

In this work, we will give a possible solution for the two
last problems using very simple arguments for the gravita-
tional interaction. In order to do so, let us remind the reader
about one of the most important features of quantum parti-
cles. In the 1920s, Arthur Compton found in an experiment
of scattering between light and electrons. That particles con-
tain an effective wavelength given byλ = hPl = mc, where
λ is the associated wavelength of a particle of massm. Here
hPl is the Planck constant and c the speed of light [6]. On the
other hand, because of the wave-particle duality of quantum
objects, one can associate an effective massmγ to a wave
with frequencyν and energyE = hPlν = mc2. Therefore,
another well-known way of interpreting Compton scattering
is to say that, at this energy, dominates the behavior of the
photon as a particle with massmγ = hPlν/c2. The rest mass
of the photon is still zero, but it could be interpreted as a
particle with this effective mass. Strictly speaking, this im-
plies that if the mass of a particle is zero, the corresponding
Compton wavelength should be infinite. However, the Uni-
verse is finite, and therefore the wavelength of any particle
must be finite as well. In this work, this is just the fact we
want to use and show that this may imply the existence of
an effective dark energy. We call it Compton Mass Dark En-
ergy (CMaDE) in order to distinguish it from other proposals.
Here, it is important to note that the gravitational interaction
has no real mass; the rest mass of the gravitational interac-
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tion remains zero. The massm is associated with it because
the gravitational interaction can be interpreted as a particle,
the graviton, but as a wave, the gravitational interaction has
a maximum wavelength limited by the size of the observable
Universe, and with this wavelength, we can associate an ef-
fective massm using Compton’s formula. As we shall see,
this mass is so small that the gravitational interaction effec-
tive mass, or in other words, the behavior of the graviton as a
particle, is perceptible only at cosmological scales.

2. The main idea

The idea in this work has two hypotheses. 1.- Gravitation is
a quantum mechanical interaction; thus, it has a Compton ef-
fective mass. 2.- The wavelengthλ of the gravitational inter-
action is limited by the size of the observable Universe; thus,
the wavelength of the interaction dispersion is the path the
gravitational interaction has traveled through the Universe.
Thus, the effective mass of the gravitational interaction can
be determined by the Compton formulaem = hPl/λc, but
now applied to the gravitational interaction. This implies
that the gravitational interaction has in fact an effective mass;
thus, it must follow a Proca-like equation. To see this, we
write the massless and the massive field equations in the lin-
earized regime. The gravitational fieldgµν is linearized as
gµν = ηµν + hµν , whereηµν is the Minkowski metric and
hµν is the weak field metric such that|hµν | ¿ 1. In terms of
hµν , the vacuum field Einstein equations can be written as [7]

2Rµν ∼ hµν = 0, (1)

beingRµν the Ricci tensor and the d’Alambert operator.
This is interpreted as the gravitational waves or as the mass-
less graviton equation. Nevertheless, the CMaDE gravita-
tional interaction has an effective mass; therefore, the corre-
sponding Einstein equation is now

gµν − m2c2

~2
gµν = 0, (2)

wherem is the effective mass associated tohµν using the
Compton’s prescription. However,m is no longer a constant
because it depends on its wavelength that is determined by the
size of the observable Universe, which is in expansion. Nev-
ertheless, as we will see later,m varies very slowly after Big
Bang Nucleosynthesis; therefore, we can neglect a dynamical
equation for m as a very good approximation. If we compare
(2) with the Einstein equations in vacuum,Gµν + Λgµν = 0,
we find that they are related as [7]

2Λ =
m2c2

~2
. (3)

Thus, we may identify the CMaDEΛ with the effective
mass of the gravitational interactions. In other words, we may
identify the CMaDE as the energy of vibration from the grav-
itational interaction because it is confined within the Universe
horizon. The vibration frequencyν of the gravita-

FIGURE 1. The evolution of the Hubble parameter using the
CMaDE (solid line) and the LCDM model (point line). We used
the Planck valuesΩm = 0.315, Ωr = 10−4, ΩΛ = 0.684 and
H0 = 67.3 km/s/Mpc in both plots.

tional interaction is directly related to the CMaDE byΛ =
2π2ν2/c2. Thus, we can interpret this vibrations as the cause
of a pressure that expands the Universe accelerated. As we
shall see, this is enough to explain the accelerated expansion
of the Universe as we see it. Now we use in (3) the relation-
ship of the Compton mass with the wavelength of the gravi-
tational interaction to obtain that

Λ =
2π2

λ2
. (4)

The wavelengthλ is limited by the size of the observable
Universe. If the gravitational interaction travels a distance
RH during its life, the wavelength will beλ = RH long. The
wavelength is then

RH = c

today∫

0

dt

a
= c

−∞∫

0

dN

H
e−N , (5)

given in terms of the e-folding parameterN = ln(a) and the
Hubble parameterH = Ṅ , beinga the scale factor of the
Universe. Here it is important to note that given (4) with (5)
for the functionΛ implies that the CMaDE model does not
have free constants to fit the observations. Also, note that,
becauseΛ is not a constant, the Bianchi identities have an
extra term

Λ̇ = H
dΛ
dN

= −4π2c

λ3
exp(−N). (6)

Nevertheless, this term is important only before inflation.
To see this, we know thatz ∼ 1026 is the corresponding
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redshift for inflation, that impliesN ∼ −60. Just before in-
flation λ = λ0 is small, and the exponential factor is big.
Therefore, before inflation, the term (6) is an extra term for
the Bianchi identities. Nevertheless, after inflationλ grows
up, let say,e60 times, thusλ ∼ λ0e

60 is huge, it grows enor-
mously, and term (6) goes very fast to zero. Thus, after infla-
tion, the Bianchi identities are exactly fulfilled.

Now we find the corresponding Freedman equation for
the CMaDE model. It reads

H2 =
κ2

3
(ρm + ρr + ρΛ), (7)

whereρm stands for the matter density of the universe,ρr

for the radiation andρΛ = Λ/c2κ2 for the dark energy den-
sity. If we substitute Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eq. (7), after some
manipulations, we obtain that

HH ′

H2
0

+
3
2
Ωme−3N + 2Ωre

−4N +

√
3
2

H0e
−N

Hπ

×
(

H2

H2
0

− Ωme−3N − Ωre
−4N

)3/2

= 0, (8)

where a prime stands for the derivative with respect to the
N-folding parameterN andΩx = ρ0x/ρcrit, beingρcrit =
3H2

0/κ the actual critical density of the Universe. Then,
Eq. (8) is the corresponding Freedman equation for the
CMaDE. The main result of this letter is that this equation
could very well explain the accelerated expansion and the in-
flationary era of the Universe without any extra free constant
and any fine-tuning.

3. Some results

It is possible to solve Eq. (8) numerically. The result
is shown in Fig. 1 where we compare the numerical so-
lution of (8) with the evolution ofH using the LCDM
model in terms of thee-folding parameter,HLCDM =
H0

√
Ωme−3N + Ωre−4N + ΩΛ the density rates of the Uni-

verse for the matter, radiation and dark energy, respectively
[8]. Note that the Hubble parameter for CMaDE evolves ex-
actly like the LCDM model; this implies that they have the
same predictions. As in the LCDM case, the CMaDE density
remains subdominant all the time. Clearly, both functions are
really very similar. Using the numerical integration of (8),
we can integrate (5). Observe that this integral does not have
any integration constant; we find thatRH = 3.087c/H0. If
we set this value ofRH in Eq. (4), we obtain that

Λ = 2
( π

3.087

)2 H2
0

c2
=

3H2
0

c2
ΩΛ, (9)

where we find thatΩΛ = 0.69. Remarkably, this theoretical
value is in very good agreement with the observed value of
the Planck satelliteΩΛ = 0.684. Note that this value ofΩΛ

strongly depends on the size of the wavelength (5). On the
other hand, the extreme similarity of the Hubble parameter

H in the CMaDE and LCDM models guarantees that the pre-
dictions of both models are the same. Furthermore, this fact
is supported by simulations given in Ref. [9], where compar-
isons with observations with very similar models were per-
formed.

This result also gives an explanation of the coincidence
problem, because the value of the CMaDE now is determined
by the size of the Universe horizon, that determines the value
of the sizeλ of the wavelength.

Particularly, during the matter dominated epochH =
1/t = H0/a2/3 [7], one finds thatRH evolves asRH =
2c
√

a/H0. Thus, we have that during the matter dominating
epoch

Λ =
π2

6
3H2

0

c2

1
a
. (10)

Thus, the field equation forΛ is justΛ̇ + HΛ = 0. Using
this approximation, it is easy to see that the Hubble parameter
evolves as

H = H0

√
Ωme−3N + Ωre−4N + ΩΛe−N . (11)

We compare the evolution of the Hubble parameter of
CMaDE (11) with the LCDM model using a cosmological
constant with the same values for theΩ’s, we show this in
Fig. 2. Here we use in both evolutions the best values given
by the Planck satellite. We see that both evolve in a very sim-
ilar manner, but given almost the same values forN ∼ −1,
just in the region where the local distance ladder observa-
tions take place. Even when the evolution ofHLCDM reaches
the valueh = 0.73, while the variable CMaDE reaches
h = 0.673, they have the same values in a large region near
N ∼ −1. Thus, we conjecture that if the observations using
the local distance ladder considering the small variation of
the CMaDE, they should obtain the same values as the corre-
sponding ones measured by the Planck satellite.

In conclusion, if we consider the quantum nature of
the gravitational field, this may imply that it has a quan-
tum Compton effective mass that we may feel as a vari-
able CMaDE. Taking this into account, we could explain the
actual value of the cosmological constant, the coincidence
problem, and we could give a natural explanation to the ten-
sion for the value ofh obtained by the Planck satellite and
the one inferred from the local distance ladder observations.

4. Inflationary epoch

It remains to check whether the evolution of the fluctuations
of the universe with variable CMaDE evolves as the observed
ones. We can expect that it is so, because the changes with
respect to the LCDM in the matter-dominated epoch are so
small, that the differences must be small, as well (see for ex-
ample [9]). In the radiation-dominated epoch, the variable
CMaDE evolves asΛ ∼ 1/a2, but in that period, the main
observational constraint is the measurements of the Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis, which is essentially determined by the radi-
ation content of the Universe, which is not altered here.
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FIGURE 2. The evolution of the Hubble parameter usingHLCDM

(dashed line) and a variable CMaDE (solid line) (11). We observe
how the same values of the Hubble parameter forN ∼ −1 give
different values forH in N = 0. In other words, if the local dis-
tance ladder measures a value ofH at redshiftz ∼ 2 and we do
not take the variability of the CMaDE into account, we obtain a
false value forH0 today. We used the Planck valuesΩm = 0.315,
Ωr = 104, ΩΛ = 0.684 in both plots andH0 = 67.3 km/s/Mpc
for the variableΛ (solid line) andH0 = 73 km/s/Mpc for a con-
stantΛ (dashed line). Notice that both lines are very similar. This
similarity goes further into the era of radiation dominance because
CMaDE varies very slowly throughout this time.

Thus, we expect that all the present cosmological observa-
tions of the Universe are in good agreement with our hy-
potheses. The results presented here may be a simple num-
ber match, but we agree that all fundamental interactions in
nature are in fact quantum mechanical, including the gravita-
tional one, and the results presented here come all from this
fact. The main result of this work is that there may be no
exotic matter responsible for the accelerated expansion of the
Universe. The present work shows that this expansion may
be a simple consequence of the quantum nature of the gravi-
tational interaction.

It remains to study the behavior of this hypothesis at the
origin of the universe, where the graviton wavelength is small
and, therefore, the effective mass of the graviton is large. Un-
fortunately, in this region, the quantum characteristics of the
gravitational field are important, and we cannot decide what
happened so far, because we do not have a theory of quantum
gravity. However, we can speculate some features of that ori-
gin. Just after the Planck time, we can suppose that there
exists an inflaton field in the standard way. Besides theΛ

function, we add the inflaton fieldφ = φ(t) to the Einstein
equations. However, this scalar field is here non conserved,
such that the Bianchi identities are now

κ2φ̇

(
φ− dV

dφ

)
= Λ̇, (12)

beingκ2 = 8πG/c4 the Einstein constant andV the inflaton
potential. We can rewrite the functionΛ = Λ(t) as a function
of Λ = Λ(φ), such that Eq. (12) can be rewritten as

φ− dV

dφ
− 1

κ2

dΛ
dφ

= 0. (13)

This implies that the inflaton potential is now endowed
with the cosmological functionV → V +1/κ2Λ. The Fried-
man equation transforms into

HH ′

H2
0

+
1
2
Ω′φ +

√
3
2

H0e
−N

Hπ

(
H2

H2
0

− Ωφ

)3/2

= 0, (14)

whereΩφ = ρφ/ρcrit beingρφ = 1/2φ̇ + V the scalar field
density. After the inflationary extreme expansion, the uni-
verse grows up an enormous amount, and the wavelength of
the gravitational interaction (4) grows hundreds of orders of
magnitude, causing that the functionΛ decays very fast, be-
coming very, very small. After that, the functionH decays
to a very small value. This stops inflation naturally. In the
meanwhile, the quarks and leptons form and build radiation
dominated Universe; thus, the Hubble parameter changes its
behavior intoH ∼ 1/t ∼ 1/a2. TheΛ parameter thus be-
haves asΛ ∼ 1/a2, and it continues the history of the Uni-
verse as LCDM.

Nevertheless, we think that this hypothesis must be fur-
ther studied, but doubtless it opens a new window of research.
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